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ABSTRACT 

 
This paper describes a technique to testing complex applications that builds on many approaches that 

used for simple system testing. This technique is basically “divide and conquer.” Divide the complex 

system into system components manageable, that can be then conquered by using customary testing 

techniques "chess board". 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Nowadays, the development of complex professional systems is constantly expanding. The 

goal of every manufacturer is to put their product on the market as fast as possible and offer it 

to the customers, but on the other hand, short production time should not affect the quality 

and reliability of products. The modern devices have a large number of functionalities, from 

the coupling of different interfaces to combining multiple devices into a single device. 

Examination and testing of such complex systems has become a serious problem. During the 

development of devices that fall within the applications is hard. There is so much more need 

to test beyond the exercising code with unit tests. Performance testing, load testing, and error 

testing must all be undertaken with realistic usage patterns and extreme loads. But exhaustive 

tests are often slow complex professional electronics system; more than 40% of the time is 

spent on verification and testing [1]. 

Testing large and complex to run and hard to maintain; and over-fitting. 

       Big distributed systems can't be fully tested on one developer machine. There are several 

levels of testing stretching over a range of speeds, resources, and fidelity to a production 

system. For example, a typical large system might consist of thousands of various servers- 

front-end Web applications, REST API servers, internal services, caching systems, and 

various databases [2]. Such a system might processes several terabytes of data every day and 

its storage is measured in petabytes. It is constantly hit by countless clients and users. It is 

kind of difficult to replicate all this on a developer's notebook. 

As with most technical approaches, divided application components can still be too large for 

manageable test planning and execution. Divided application components can become too 

small for effective test planning and execution. Finding the right division of application 

components is definitely a skill sharpened by experience rather than by any rote procedure. 
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2. BACKGROUND 

A. TWO-DIMENSIONAL TESTING STRATEGY "CHESS BOARD" 
 

Static testing, white box testing, black box testing, and performance testing are four chess pieces , 

Figure 1 shows the empty test planning “chessboard” as a starting point.  

 
Figure 1 Testing strategy chess board 

 

The horizontal axis is the phases of the phased development methodology (PDM). The PDM 

starts with theleft-most column and proceeds left to right until implementation is complete.  

The vertical axis is the software platform layers necessary to operate a typical software 

application.  

The row from bottom up represents:- 

■Theoperating system which is the most basic software. 

■Security software that allows/restricts access to all the layer activities above it. 

■Data resources that provides file or database management of data stored on fixed  

or removable media.  

■Connectivity that provides interchange of tasks and data among software components located 

on different computers via networks. These connected computers can be located physically 

in the same room, the next room, the next building, the next city, the next state, the next 

country, or the next continent. 

■The application under development that is the essential concentrate of the test plan.  

The key to successful testing is to promote appropriate testing strategy for the application 

under development and the supporting layers beneath the application before any actual testing 

is begun. The testing strategy involves using an intelligent combination of testing techniques. 

Assume that the application under development will be custom written. Off-the-shelf software 

package testing. Figure2 shows an optimal placing of chess pieces on the test planning “chess 

board custom-written application under development. 
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Figure 2chess board custom-written application 

 

Starting From leftmost column: 

1- Preliminary investigation and Analysis phases, only a magnifying glass strategy in the 

application under development (top row) indicating only static testing to be planned. 

At this stage in the development phases, the application exists only as design documents: 

requirements, specifications and data structures. No program code has been written, so the 

documents are the only development artifacts that can be tested. This kind of testing done is 

concerned with two issues: 

● identifying incorrect, incomplete, or conflicting information within each document and across 

all documents that describe all aspects of the application to be developed. 

● confirming that the documents are testable when it translated into software. 

2- Preliminary construction phase, there is a magnifying glass, a white box, and a black box 

strategy piece in the application under development row.  

     At this phase, there is a rich set of artifacts to test: 

    - Environment setup documentation,  

    - Program source code, 

    - Data 

    - Program code that can be executed.  

    - Source code walkthroughs (magnifying glass). 

    - Code paths (white box)  

    - Code input/output behavior (black box) as the written code becomes complete. 

3- Final construction phase, there is a magnifying glass, a black box, and a hammer strategy 

piece in the application under development row. Some of the later produced documentation 

needs to be tested here like user’s guides, training guides, installation guides, and operating 

manuals. 

Testing “inside” the code using white box is no longer practical because all the code 

components have been “packaged” or integrated together via compilation, linking, or bindings.  

Testing of the packaged, more complex code component inputs and outputs using black box is 

continued during this phase.  

Verificationis the final testing that remains at the end of this phase, that the new application 

installs correctly and operates properly (both black box testing) in its documented production 

environment. 

Two different kinds of performance testing strategies represented by the hammer are: 

performance baseline and workload. Performance baseline testing is a wakeup call for the 

developers,  
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4-Ship or Install phase, because the application is no longer available to the development team 

it is too late to test orthe testing is donewhen the application is ready to ship. 

5- Post Implementation phase, there are hammer and magnifyingglassstrategies in the 

application under development row. 

B. DIVIDE-AND-CONQUER STRATEGY 
 

The divide-and-conquer strategy figure 3 solves a problem by: 

1. Breaking it into sub problems that are themselves smaller instances of the same type of  

problem. 

2. Recursively solving these sub problems. 

3. Appropriately combining their answers. 

The real work is done piecemeal, in three different places: in the partitioning of problems into 

sub problems; at the very tail end of the recursion, when the subproblems are so small that 

they are solved outright; and in the gluing together of partial answers. These are held together 

and coordinated by the algorithm's core recursive structure. 

The divide-and-conquer strategy is employed in many sequential algorithms. With this 

strategy, a problem is solved by splitting it into a number of smaller subproblems, solving 

them independently, and merging the subsolutions into a solution for the whole problem. The 

subproblems can be solved directly, or they can in turn be solved using the same divide-and-

conquer strategy, leading to an overall recursive program structure.  

This strategy has proven valuable for a wide range of computationally intensive problems. For 

many problems, the mathematical description maps well onto a divide-and-conquer algorithm. 

For example, famous fast Fourier transform algorithm [3] . 

The potential concurrency in this strategy is not hard to see: Because the sub-problems are 

solved independently, their solutions can be computed concurrently. Figure 3 illustrates the 

strategy and the potential concurrency. Notice that each "split" doubles the available 

concurrency. Although the concurrency in a divide-and-conquer algorithm is obvious, the 

techniques required to exploit it effectively are not always obvious [3].  

 
 

Figure 3Divide-And-Conquer Strategy 

3. TESTING COMPLEX APPLICATION 
Architecture of Complex application looks something like figure 4. 
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Figure 4 Architecture for a complex application 

A.1-TIER APPLICATIONS 
For a complex application, chessboard testing strategy is a familiar starting point[8]. It means 

that we are involved with multiple workstations; each workstation is the same hardware 

platform running the same version of the application software. Figure 5 shows 1-tier application 

architecture. 

 
Figure 5 1-tier applications Architecture 

Each workstation does the same business tasks and certain designated workstations house. 

Figure 6 shows the testing strategy chessboard. 

- Test planning:  it started at the top layer in the tier and went down into the support layers.  

- Test execution: it started at the bottom layer in the tier and went up to confirm that each 

successive layer delivers the required functionality. 

 
Figure 6 Test strategies for a simple 1-tier application 
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B.2-TIER APPLICATIONS 
Figure 7shows typical client/server architecture, which is an example of 2- tier applications. 

In 2- tier applications, there are two different distinctly groups of computers with different 

distinctly tasks. 

 
Figure 7 2-tier applications Architecture 

For each tier it is a valuable approach to developing a separate testing strategy chessboard. The 

client tier testing strategy chessboard, inverted to the client application that provides the user 

interface functionality like screens of: data entry, Logon, data search and data report. The server 

tier testing strategy chessboard  reflect the server application that provides the data management 

and business rules, like, customer files, payment records, purchase orders, and inventory files . 

The client/server application distributes functional and nonfunctional responsibilities between 

the two tiers. The distribution of responsibilities during the Preliminary design stage will be 

determined by development team. This distribution must then be reflected in the specific kinds 

of tier testing planning done by the test team. Another way to state the situation is to say that 

client test strategies from prior application development are not guaranteed to be completely 

appropriate for the new client design. The statement is also true for the server test strategies. 

The benefit of splitting the testing strategy into two separate chessboards figure 8 is to provide 

more efficient test planning and execution  

 
Figure 8First step in 2-tier test planning 
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In order to startthe planning activities as simple as possible.Stacking the tier 1 client testing 

strategy on top of the tier 2 server testingstrategy with an additional connectivity layer of testing 

between the two tiers figure 9. 

 

 
Figure 9 second step in 2-tier test planning 

C. 3-TIER APPLICATIONS 

Any Internet business application is an example of a 3-tier application. Figure 10 shows an 

example 

 
Figure 103-tier complex applications 

 

In 3- tier architecture there are more different distinctly groups of computers with different 

distinctly tasks.  

The components in Figure 10 are grouping into three tiers: browser tier, security tier, and 

application tier. Figure 11 shows the three tiers of those grouping components. 
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Figure 11 identification tiers for a 3-tier complex application 

 

The first test planning step for 3-tier applications similar to the first step with 2-tier 

applications: Develop a separate strategy for each tier Figure 12 . 

 

 
 

Figure 12First step in 3-tier test planning 

 

In the 3-tier example, the browser tier is the same as the client tier in the 2-tier example. It 

provides the end-user screen interface for running the application. The security tier in the 3-tier 

example is similar to expanded tier-to-tier connectivity functionality in the 2-tier example. The 

application tier in the 3-tier example is similar to the server tier in the 2-tier example.  

The second test planning step for 3-tier applications is by place the application (third tier) on 

the bottom of the strategy followed by the security (second tier) next followed by the end user 

(first tier) on top. Figure 12 shows the second step in 3-tier test planning.  
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The test execution in 3-tier approach to test third tier then test the second tier then last test the 

first tier.  

 

 
Figure 13 Second step in 3-tier test planning 

 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

 “Divide and conquer.” approach is Divide the complex application into manageable 

application components that can be conquered by familiar testing techniques. The testing 

strategy chessboard starts test planning for a complex application at a familiar starting point. 

Split the testing strategy into multiple separate chessboards corresponding to major application 

components for more efficient test planning and execution. 
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